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8 minutes after ignition
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30 minutes after ingintion

1 hour and 18 minutes after ignition

1 hour and 36 minutes after ignition

Approx 2 hours after ignition
Approx.

Incident Heat Flux at Surroundings

Firebrands scattering
Firebrands generated when roof was
broken, caused another fire at a leeward
place after scattering.
Brand size: 20 ~ 30 cm.

Maximum value measured by
eat flux
u meter
ete at eac
each pos
position,
to ,
heat
is described in the picture.
L=0(m): eastern facade
facade.

Wind direction: east
east‐northeast
northeast ~ east.
east
Wind velocity: 4.6(m/s) Average.

23min, 23.5min:
Huge flame emerged from
openings.
Maximum at 6(m) from facade,
over 300 (kW/m
(k / 2).
)
Even at 14(m) from facade,
70 (kW/m2).
Other than above:
HF decreases,, as distance
increases from the facade wall.

Firebrands landed at large leeward area
(fan‐shaped, angle of 44°).
Especially, many landed at 700~800m.
Brands size.
Within 100m: 10cm ~ 30cm ~
500~600m: 2~3cm
L (m) : Distance from the eastern facade.

Introduction 1/2
• Legislation: In the current Building Standards Law (BSL), when
constructing a three‐story school, etc. and large building of total area over
3 000 square meters with
3,000
i h wood,
d the
h main
i structure part must be
b fi
fire‐
resistant. Therefore, it is necessary to cover wood with material of high
fire resistance, and it is difficult to make complete wooden buildings.
– Fire‐resistant structure has a function to prevent building collapse and
fire spread until the end of fire
fire. It is necessary to cover with a material
of high fire resistance when using wooden materials for the main
structure part.
– Quasi‐fire resistant structure requires that buildings do not collapse
by fire and fire does not spread during the predetermined time (e.g.
45minuites, 1 hour), but does not require function to prevent collapse
after the predetermined time.

Total weight of brands landed: 170 kg,
0.2 % of total wooden material in test
building.

Introduction 2/2
• Legislation: The Act for Promotion of Use of Wood in Public Buildings
(enacted Oct 2010) requires promotion of research activities to review
building code regulations for the utilization of wood in building
applications.

• Demand
Demand:: In Japan,
Japan there is high demand for using as many wooden
materials as possible for interior so that we can touch and see wood. To
respond to such demand, we have been experimentally examining how
much wood we can use for interior with security of fire safety.

• Feasibility
Feasibility: This full‐scale fire test has been planned to verify that quasi‐
fire‐resistive wooden building can be treated equally to fire‐resistive
building.

• Research project:
project Research project has been conducted from FY2011
to FY2013. Based on the information from this preliminary test (FY2011), it
is scheduled to conduct another full
full‐size
size fire tests in FY2012. Other issues
on fire safety ,ex. evacuation safety, will be investigated in FY2013 as well.

Total floor areas of Annual Building Starts in
E h TType off C
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Conflagrations
g
1/2
• The traditional Japanese building is wooden construction.
Even now,
now most newly built detached houses are wooden
structures.
built up areas remain widely even in major
• Densely wooden built‐up
cities in Japan.

W d
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St l
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Source: Introduction to the Building Standard Law‐Building Regulation in Japan (Ver. Feb. 2013)

• On the other hand, Japan has been suffered historically from
many conflagrations such as city fires and earthquake fires for
long time.
• Therefore,
Therefore it has been one of the main concerns in building
control to prevent conflagrations by means of making and/or
covering main structures with noncombustible materials,
especially in central city areas.

Zoning codes based on BSL for fire protection 1/2
(e.g. in the centre of a city)

Fire‐Resistive
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g
2/2

3
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Fire‐Resistive or
Quasi‐Fire‐
Resistive Building
100

m2

Total Floor Area
20

Fire‐Resistive
Fi
R i ti
Building

4
Story

*1:Fire‐Resistive Building,
Quasi‐Fire‐Resistive
Quasi
Fire Resistive Building,
Building stipulated in Article
136‐2 of Building Standard
Law Enforcement Order
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*1

2
*2
1
0

Fire‐
Resistive or
Quasi‐Fire‐
Resistive
Building
500

1500

*2:Fire preventive
i for
f the
h externall
construction
walls and soffits liable to
catch the fire of wooden
Buildings
m2

Restriction for Large‐scale Building in Japan
(Besides the Zoning system)
Fire‐Resistive or
Quasi‐Fire‐Resistive
Building except for
the criteria of
openings in the
13 exterior walls

Height
H
Eaves
height 9m

Zoning codes based on BSL for fire protection 2/2
(e.g. surroundings of the centre of a city)

0

Total Floor Area

Fire‐Resistive
Building except
for the criteria of
p
g in the
openings
exterior walls

3000

m2

Total Floor Area
21
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Objectives
j
of this Full‐scale test 1/2

Objectives
j
of this Full‐scale test 2/2

Followings are the items to be measured in this fire test. Among
those only full
those,
full‐scale
scale tests can pursue the underlined phenomena
phenomena.
1. Indoor Fire Spread Characteristics
– Fire spread characteristics in ignition room,
room ignited floor
level and those in the rooms above
– Fire spread penetrating the upper level floor and its
development process
– Fire spread
p
from window openings
p
g to exterior walls / the
upper level and its development openings
– Horizontal fire spread beyond staircase separated by fire
compartment and its development process
– Fire spread beyond fire protected walls and its
development process

2. Indoor Smoke Flow Characteristics
– Smoke flow characteristics on ignited floor level
– Smoke flow characteristics via vertical shafts (staircases),
fl
floor
cracks
k and
d compartment penetrations
3. Influence to adjacent buildings
– Radiation heat to adjacent buildings
– Fire brands scattering
– Burn‐through of roofs and exterior walls, its development
process
4 Influence
4.
I fl
off long‐time
l
i
fire
fi to building
b ildi structures
– Possible collapse and its development process

Outline of Test building and its specification

Outline of tests

1st Test
T

2nd Test
T

3rd (Final)
(Fi l) Test
T

February 22, 2012

November 25, 2012

October 20,2013

• Three
Th
ffullll scale
l fire
fi tests h
have b
been conducted:
d
d
– 1st Test (Preliminary test): February 22, 2012 (Tsukuba,
Ibaraki pref.)
– 2nd Test ((Preparatory
p
y test):
) November 25,, 2012 ((Gero,,
Gifu pref.）
– 3rd Test (Final test): October 20
20, 2013 (as above)

View

Structure

Interior
i
finish
Eave &
Balcony
Fi
Firewall
ll

1‐hour Quasi‐Fire‐Resistive Building
(Current standard requires Fire‐Resistive Building)
Wall and Ceiling:
wooden; Girder & Joist,
Column shown

None
Attached to structure
Width: 50cm

Wall and Ceiling:
incombustible; Girder &
Joist, Column shown

Eave & Balcony
Self‐standing
Self
standing
Width: 90cm

Wall: wooden; Ceiling:
quasi‐incombustible
Girder, Column shown

None
Self‐standing
Self
standing
Width: 50cm
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Main Features of Test Building 1/3
• Floor Plan:
Plan Class rooms located on 2 – 3 storey levels are designed as "open‐
ttype"" being
b i popular
l in
i recentt years. Other
Oth rooms are also
l allocated
ll t d to
t
simulate teachers' rooms and special.

• Type of Construction:
Construction
Almost floor and wall members were composed by the combination of gypsum
board, Japanese Cedar panel and structural plywood. Columns and beams
were made
d off Japanese
J
Larch.
L h It was verified
ifi d that
th t these
th
were satisfied
ti fi d quasi‐
i
fire‐resistive performance by furnace test
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Main Features of Test Building 2/3
• Interior Finishing
Finishing: Interior for the 1st floor level (floor to be ignited)
was finished entirely with wooden materials considering that wooden
interior finishing is potentially demanded for wooden school buildings.

• Exterior Finishing: In principal,
principal exterior is finished not with wooden
but with ceramic‐type siding to clarify the influence of external flam for
upward fire spread. It was expected that large external flame would be
ejected
j t d from
f
the
th window
i d openings.
i

• Fire Wall:
Wall Effectiveness of fire wall is to be verified by isolating one
classroom or entrance by self
self‐standing
standing fire wall from other compartments
compartments.
This fire wall was installed in the North‐South direction with 1‐hour fire
rate.

Measurement

Main Features of Test Building 3/3

• Temperature
Temperature: About 800 points of inside/outside of air temperature,

• Ignition
Ignition: Teachers room was ignited.
ignited Result of statistical survey shows
school fire originates at highest probability from teachers' rooms where
much combustible materials tend to be located.

•

• Fire Load: Each room will be loaded with fuel (Japanese Cedar lumber)

•

of the heat amount of 400 MJ/m2 simulating furniture, etc. The lumber
q
heat per
p unit mass 18
volume has been determined byy the equivalent
MJ/kg for wood.

•
•

Outline of 1st full scale fire test (Preliminary test) 1/5

temperature of surface and inside of fire walls and beams are measured
by thermocouples.
thermocouples
Heat flux:
flux Over 60 points of heat flux (most of all is outside) are
measured by heat flux gauges in order to quantify the thermal effect to
surroundings.
surroundings
Video: Video and thermal images on each side of the building are
Video
recorded.
CCD video
id cameras are installed
i
ll d in
i fire
fi origin
i i and
d corridors
id off each
h floor
fl
iin
order to capture smoke movement and fire spread.
Detector and sprinkler:
sprinkler Fire detectors, smoke detectors and sprinkler
h d (without
heads
( ih
water)) are iinstalled
ll d in
i order
d to measure the
h activation
i i
time.
Environmental conditions:
conditions Wind speed and direction, air
temperature, humidity
h idi are measured
d around
d the
h building.
b ildi

Outline of 1st full scale fire test (Preliminary test) 2/5
Wood frame construction

Site
： NILIM(Tsukuba)
Structure： Wooden 3-story construction(1hr quasi-fire
resistive construction )
Area
： 830m2 (50mx16m, 15mHeight)
： 2,260m2
Date
： February 22nd 2012 9:00a.m. start
Weather ： Fine 6～8℃ Humidity about 50%
wind speed 4m/s (East)

Timber frame construction

preparation
準備室
room

オープンスペース
Open
space

Music
音楽室
room
Classroom
普通教室
Crafts
roomToilet
家庭科室
階段 Toilet
便所
(3rd story)

space

Classroom
普通教室

Stairway
preparation
準備室
room

preparation
準備室
room

Appearance before test

Classroom
普通教室

Fire wall
オープン
Open
スペース

Open space
オープンスペース

Floor area 830m2

assembly
集会ホール
集会ホ
ル
h ll
hall

Science
理科室 lab
To

Toilet
便所
Stairway

図工室
Crafts
room 階段
ilet

(2nd story)

４ｍ

preparation
準備室
room

16ｍ

４ｍ

(1st story)

吹き抜け
Well
hole

事務室
Office

廊下
Corridor
図書コーナー
Library

４ｍ
４

Plan

Classroom
普通教室

Archives
Locker
room 資料・印刷室
更衣室

４ｍ

Axonometric projection

Classroom
普通教室

８ｍ

Teacher’s
職員室
Computer
階段 Toilet
便所
room
パソコン教室 Toilet
Fire origin
room
（出火源）
Stairway
８ｍ

８ｍ

９ｍ

８ｍ

Entrance
昇降口
８ｍ

50ｍ注
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Outline of 1st full scale fire test (Preliminary test) 3/5

Outline of 1st full scale fire test (Preliminary test) 4/5

Wood finish
※wall and ceiling of wall frame construction
are finished by gypsum board

Appearance

Interior finish

2.1m

Exterior Wall
Fiber reinforced cement siding

Fire Wall

It is jointed with other part to
support horizontal force 33

Outline of 1st full scale fire test (Preliminary test) 5/5
0min.

Ignition

27min.
South Side

2min.

Flashover

4min.

Glass of 2nd
story classroom
b k
broke
Fire spread to
classroom of
2nd story
Fire spread to
classroom of
3rd story

6min.

8min
8min.

17min.

Flame spread to
opening of east
side beyond fire
wall

22min.

Fire spread
to wall frame
construction
part

36min.

76min.

95min.

96min.

123min.

Fire spread
to east side
beyond fire
wall (whole
building)
Floor of 3rd story
fell down
Collapse of
timber frame
construction
part
Collapse of
wood frame
construction
part
Collapse of
fire wall
Collapse of
whole building

■Summary of result
・In early stage, fire spread all over the building.
・Fire spread through fire wall.
・ Fire wall collapsed.
and so on 35
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Outline of 2nd full scale fire test (Preparatory test) 1/5
From preliminary test, we found
・Earlyy fire spread
p
to upper
pp stories through
g the external openings
p
g
nd
(about 4 minutes to the 2 story and about 6 minutes to the 3rd
story for flame spreading)
・Early fire spread through fire wall (about 18 minutes)
・Fire wall collapsed without freestanding (96 minutes).
In order to address these issues, we did preparatory test
・to make interior materials except columns, beams and floors
resistant to fire,
・to place balconies and eaves to upper part of openings of
exterior
i wallll and
d
・to separate fire wall structurally and change fire doors
worked out as countermeasures.
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Outline of 2nd full scale fire test (Preparatory test) 2/5
Site
：
Structure：
Area
：
：
Date
：
Weather ：

Gero city,
city Gifu prefecture
Wooden 3-story construction(1hr quasi310m2(24mx12m, 15mHeight)
850m2
November 25th 2012 8:00a.m. start
Fine -2～4℃ Humidity 52～77%
wind speed 0.4m/s (south west)
外壁： 窯業系サイディング
Fiber reinforced
cement siding

Outline of 2nd full scale fire test (Preparatory test) 3/5
Fire wall
eaves
庇庇
オープンスペース
Open space

Stairway
階段

Classroom
普通教室

Classroom
普通教室

(3rd story)
バルコニー
バルコニー
Balcony

Fl
Floor
area 310m
310 2

Fire wall
防火壁

eaves
庇
庇

About 40% area of
preliminary test

バルコニー
Balcony

Open space
オープンスペース
Stairway
階段

Steel structure

(2nd story)

Classroom
普通教室

Classroom
普通教室

B l
Balcony
バルコニー
バルコニ
バル
バルコニー

Corridor
廊下

４ｍ

12ｍ
ｍ

４ｍ

※This is the part to check fire
spread over fire wall.

Timber frame
construction

４ｍ

Stairway
階段

Plan

Axonometric projection

(1st story)

４ｍ

Simple steel structure

職員室 room
Teacher’s
（出火源）
Fire origin
８ｍ

O

８ｍ

３ｍ

24ｍ注
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Outline of 2nd full scale fire test (Preparatory test) 4/5
To prevent fire spread

Gypsum board
finish

Appearance

Interior finish

Partlyy
incombustible
material
※column, beam and floor
are wood finish

eaves

※improved
installation of fire
door to wall

Exterior Wall

Balcony and eaves

To prevent upward fire spread

Fire Wall

Independent on building
structurally
39
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Outline of 2nd full scale fire test (Preparatory test) 5/5
Ignition

0min.

131min.

Smoke from the
south opening
p
g of
ignited room
Smoke from the
north opening of
ignited room
Smoke filled
ignited room

7min.

21min.
37min

50min
50min.

Re-ignition
by torch

61min.

Glass of 2nd story
classroom broke

Sorth side

139min.

142min.

420min.

Flame from
the opening
of 2nd story

Outline of 3rd full scale fire test (Final test) 1/6


Fire spread
to classroom
of 3rd story

From preparatory test, we found
pp part
p of opening
p
g is
・installation of balconyy and eave to the upper
confirmed to be effective for fire spread prevention.
In the final test, verification is conducted by the specifications to
make wall wooden and ceiling semi‐incombustible with no
eaves and balconies the same as the 1st test.

Extinguishing
fire by safety
reason

No collapse
after test

Flashover

90min.

North side
Flame from the
north opening of
ignited room

113min.
129min.

Fire spread to
classroom of 2nd
story through the
floor

■Summary of result
・Prevented
P
t d early
l fifire spreads
d
・ Prevented fire spread through fire wall.
・ Prevented fire wall collapse
41

Outline of 3rd full scale fire test (Final test) 2/6
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Outline of 3rd full scale fire test (Final test) 3/6
Fire wall

Gero city, Gifu prefecture
Wooden 3-story construction(1hr quasi310m
3
0 2((24mx12m,, 15mHeight)
5
e g t)
850m2
October 20th 2013 8:00a.m. start
Rain1-3mm/h 8-12℃ Humidity 75～90%
wind
i d speed
d1
1-3m/s
3 / (south
(
th west)
t)
外壁： 窯業系サイディング
Fiber reinforced
cement siding

オープンスペース
Open space

Stairway
階段

(3rd story)

Fire wall
防火壁

４ｍ
12ｍ
ｍ

Classroom
普通教室

Classroom
普通教室

B l
Balcony
バルコニー
バルコニ
バル
バルコニー
※This is the part to check fire
spread over fire wall.

４ｍ
４ｍ

Plan

Axonometric projection

Open space
オープンスペース

Corridor
廊下
Stairway
階段

Timber frame
construction

Classroom
普通教室

eaves
庇
庇

About 40% area of
preliminary test
Stairway
階段
About the same
area of preparatory
test
(2nd story)

Steel structure

Classroom
普通教室

バルコニー
バルコニー
Balcony

Floor area 310m2

４ｍ

Site
：
Structure：
Area
ea
：
：
Date
：
Weather ：

eaves
庇庇

Simple steel structure

職員室 room
Teacher’s
（出火源）
Fire origin
８ｍ

８ｍ

３ｍ

24ｍ注

(1st story)
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Outline of 3rd full scale fire test (Final test) 4/6
To prevent fire spread
Gypsum board
finish

Partlyy q
quasi‐
incombustible
material
Interior finish

Appearance

※column, beam and floor
are wood finish

eaves

※improved
installation of fire
door to wall

Exterior Wall

Fire Wall Independent on building

(North side)

structurally
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Outline of 3rd full scale fire test (Final test) 5/6
0min.

Ignition

87min.

Fire spread
to classroom
of 3rd storyy

88min.

Operate
sprinklers on
3rd floor to
continue the
test as long
as possible

155min
155min.

Began to hose
(135min since
Re-ignition)

Sorth side

20min
20min.

Re-ignition
by torch

No collapse
after test
68min.

Flashover
(48min since Reignition)
North side

83min.

Fire spread
to classroom
of 2nd story
(63minsince Re-ignition)

■Summary of result
・Prevented
P
t d early
l fifire spreads
d
・Prevented fire spread through fire wall.
・Prevented fire wall collapse
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Outline of 3rd full scale fire test (Final test) 6/6
• From the actual‐size fire experiment
p
of buildingg similar
to three‐story wooden school building, one‐hour
qwasi‐fire resistant performance was observed equally
as the previous experiment.
experiment
• By making the ceilings incombustible,
incombustible we observed fire
spread prevention, smoke insulation and collapse
prevention performance for main structure until
completion
l i off the
h occupants’’ evacuation.
i
• Fi
Fireprooff wallll was observed
b
d to
t have
h
ability
bilit to
t preventt
fire spread indoor and outdoor over the fireproof wall.
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Results of three full –scale tests (Shown in chronological order)
stt

1

test (Preliminaryy Test)

Flame ejected
from the
windows of
fire origin
2min 50sec Fire spread
to the 2nd Fire spread to
floor
the 3rd floor
3min30sec 6min20sec
Ignition
0min

Fire spread
through the Fire spread whole Building Roof on 2x4 area
Roof on P&B area burnt out burnt out
firewall
45min
30min
18min

Ignition
g
to Flame
ejection
j i on 1stt floor
fl

Fire
spread to
2nd floor

Ignition
0min

Re‐ignition due to the fire
source did not glow up
50min

Flame ejected from the
windows of fire origin
39min(since re‐ignition)

Ignition
0mn

Re‐ignition due to the fire
source did not glow up
20min

2x4 area Firewall Whole building
collapsed collapsed collapsed
Began to hose
96min
95min
122min
150min

Fire
spread to
3rd floor

nd

2

P&B area on east side of
firewall collapsed
72min

Test (Prepaaratory Test)

Ignition to Flame
ejection on 1st floor

rd

3

Testt (Final Test)

Flame ejected from the
windows of fire origin
48min(since re
re‐ignition)
ignition)

Fire spread to the 2nd
Fire spread
to the 3rd
floor
79min(since re‐ignition) floor
89min(since
re‐ignition)

Fire
spread to
2nd floor

Began to hose
92min(since re‐ignition)

Concerning tests 1/3
• Classroom experiment
– Systematically change usage range of wooden
materials in interior for compartment and
experimentally examine to what extent walls and
ceilings are finished with wooden materials
considering fire development of the first phase of
fire.
fire

Fire
spread to
3rd floor

Fire spread to the 2nd floor
63min(since re‐ignition)
re ignition)

Fire spread to the 3rd floor
67min(since re‐ignition)
re ignition)

Began to hose
135min(since re‐ignition)

Note: Time will be modified by further investigation
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Concerning tests 2/3
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Concerning tests 3/3
• Member experiment:

• Outdoor compartment experiment

– Verify
V if fi
fire resistant
i
performance
f
off members
b used
d
for buildings, including walls, floors, posts, etc. by
standard
t d d heating.
h ti
– We also verify by heating under various conditions
based on actual fire phenomenon confirmed in the
actual‐size fire experiment such as strong heating,
both‐side heating, etc. when necessary.

– Conduct experiment replicating classroom‐sized
compartment fire including stored combustible
objects. Quantitatively and systematically figure
out the effect of various preventive measures for
fire spread to upper floor such as condition of
wooden interior, whether to have eave and such
width.
– Based on such conditions, we also aim to
determine the fire prevention specifications of
building of actual‐size fire experiment.
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Simulation of the fire behavior
using FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator)

Overall Conclusions

inside/outside of the building
• Smoke movement
• Air temperature and heat flux
• Influence by wooden finish

• The results of the three full‐scale fire tests
will be used for revision of BSL which
ensure the fire safety that will be required
of a wooden 3‐story school building.
building
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Thank you
http://www.nilim.go.jp/lab/bbg/kasai/h23/top.htm (in Japanese)
These tests were carried out based on a joint research among
Waseda Univ.,
Akit P
Akita
Prefectural
f t lU
Univ.,
i
Mitsui Home Ltd,
Sumitomo Forestry,
y,
Gendai Keikaku Kenkyujo, Architects and Associates,
NILIM
and
Building Research Institute.
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